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Webinar report on topic “ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN PRACTICE “organised by 

CBSE Delhi by resource person Dr. Sushil Dwivedi (EDUCATOR)focusses on following 

main points- 

Environmental education is a process that allows individuals to explore environmental issues, 

engage in problem solving, and take action to improve the environment. As a result, individuals 

develop a deeper understanding of environmental issues and have the skills to make informed 

and responsible decisions. 

Benefits of Environmental Education: 

 Imagination and enthusiasm are heightened 

 Learning transcends the classroom 

 Critical and creative thinking skills are enhanced 

 Tolerance and understanding are supported 

 State and national learning standards are met for multiple subjects 

Environmental education: 

There are also ways that environmental education is taught outside the traditional 

classroom. Aquariums, zoos, parks, and nature centres all have ways of teaching the public 

about the environment. 

 

Benefits of Environmental Education: 

 Promotes healthy lifestyle 

 Instils respect for nature 

 Teaches children about environmental challenges 

 Trains on significance of being kind to nature 

 Enables development of critical thinking skills 

 Teaches them to be responsible 

 Assists government meet its objectives 



Some practical tips schools can adopt for Environmental Awareness: 

 Introduce the 3 R's: reduce waste, reuse resources, and recycle materials. 

 Organise tree planting days at school and tell them why trees are important to 

the environment. 

 Encourage children to switch off all appliances and lights when not in use. 

 
Environmental education is an essential part of every pupil's learning. It helps to encourage 

awareness of the environment, leading to informed concern for active participation in 

resolving environmental problems. Really, it was totally knowledgeable session. 

Report presented by  

MAHAVASH KHAN 
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